Protein subcellular localization is an important research field of bioinformatics. In this paper, we use the algorithm of the increment of diversity combined with weighted K nearest neighbor to predict protein in SNL6 which has six subcelluar localizations and SNL9 which has nine subcelluar localizations. We use the increment of diversity to extract diversity finite coefficient as new features of proteins. And the basic classifier is weighted K-nearest neighbor. The prediction ability was evaluated by 5-jackknife cross-validation. Its predicted result is 83.3% for SNL6 and 87.6 % for SNL9. By comparing its results with other methods, it indicates the new approach is feasible and effective.
Representation of protein sequence
Given a protein sequence P with L amino acid resides, it can be formulated as [7, 8] L R R R R P ... (1)
Where, 1 R is the first amino acid of the protein sequence， L R the L amino acid of the protein sequence. In this paper, N-terminal signal is used to represent protein sequence. From the second amino acid of N-terminal of a protein, we retain 30 amino acids as this protein. Then we statistics the frequencies of 20 amino acids of each site [10, 11] . It is a 600(20*30=600) dimensional vector and can be expressed in a formula as follows. ) ,... , (
(2) Ensemble classifier prediction system 1) Increment of diversity FM Li et al. introduced the method which was called increment of diversity [12] . They hypothesized that the state space X consisted of s information symbols and was presented as
.Besides, they defined X diversity source. Then X can be expressed as X ] ,... , [ 2 1 s n n n .
) as the occurrence frequencies of s states, the diversity of X is expressed in a formula as follows. , the increment diversity of X and Y is,
(4) According to the above definition, the increment of diversity can be written as follows.
Where,
.In this paper, the value of b is set to 10. The researcher (FM Li) defined diversity finite coefficient in a formula as follows.
It is obvious,
. For example, the dataset has N subcellular positions. According to the different occurrence frequencies of N terminal signal in protein sequences, we can form N standard diversity sources. Then using the formula (6), we can obtain N diversity finite coefficients of each prediction of protein. And the standard source category of the smallest diversity finite coefficient can be taken as the prediction of protein's subcellular location category.
2) Weighted K-nearest neighbor (WKNN) In this paper, the basic classifier is weighted K-nearest neighbor algorithm. The thought of the algorithm is to improve the traditional K-nearest neighbor algorithm [13] . Not only the category of 3100
Advanced Information and Computer Technology in Engineering and Manufacturing, Environmental Engineering nearest neighbor number but also the similarity between nearest and the unknown protein can influence the result. Researchers choose the Euclidean distance to calculate the similarity of protein sequence. The process of weighted K-nearest neighbor algorithm has three steps. First, use the traditional K-nearest neighbor algorithm to obtain K-nearest neighbors of the target protein P. Then, calculate the similarity between protein sequence P and K-nearest neighbors by using the formula (7) and (8) . At last, we can get the classification of the target protein P. If the highest score is ) (i rank , then i is decided as the category of the target protein P.
)
Experimental results
For SNL6, we can calculate 6 diversity finite coefficients of each prediction of protein. The 6 diversity finite coefficients can form a vector )) ,
= which was put into the weighted K nearest neighbor algorithm. At the same time, for SNL9, a vector which has 9 diversity finite coefficients of each prediction of protein can be formed. In our study, we adopt 5-jackknife cross-validation to test the prediction quality.
Among the 504 sequences of SNL6, the number of the fourth class (Nucleolus) is far greater than that of the other five classes. In the experiment, we found if we statistics the fourth class samples completely to construct standard diversity source, it will cause classification results biases to the fourth class and the prediction quality of classifier is poor. Therefore, in order to solve this problem, we statistics a part of the fourth class samples to construct the fourth standard diversity source and statistics the samples of other five classes completely to build other five standard diversity sources. After many experiments, we found that when we randomly selected the fourth class' sample number as 85 to build the fourth class' standard diversity source, the overall classification result is the best. For the same reason, among the 370 sequences of SNL9, we randomly selected the fifth class' sample number as 70 to build the fifth class' standard diversity source, the overall classification result is the best.
The comparison with increment of diversity In our experiment, we use increment of diversity combined with weighted K-nearest neighbor algorithm to predict protein subcellular localization of the dataset SNL6 and SNL9. For SNL6, the results of classifier which are used increment of diversity combined with weighted K-nearest neighbor algorithm and increment of diversity compared with results which classifier is just increment diversity are shown in table 1 And results of the other dataset SNL9 are shown in table 2. By analying the prediction result, it shows that the measure of diversity combined with weighted K nearest neighbor algorithm is better than single method. 
